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What is MootingWhat is Mooting

 Hearing in an 
appeals court format.

 All of the facts have 
been agreed on and 
there are no 
witnesses.

 Arguments based on 
legal principles 
related to a given set 
of facts 

 Not evidence from 
the witnesses 
establishing the facts 
themselves.



  

The FormatThe Format

● Two teams of two.
● Each team has six-

teen (16) minutes to 
speak 
– Each participant has 

eight minutes
– No rebuttal in our 

moot

● Counsel are asked questions by the judge(s)



  

Who's WhoWho's Who

● Trial court: plaintiff vs. 
defendant.

● Appeal:
– Loser in court 

immediately below = 
petitioner or appellant.

– Winner in court 
immediately below = 
respondent or appellee



  

Counsel ExampleCounsel Example
● Smith sues Jones for breach of contract.

➢ Smith = plaintiff;  Jones = defendant

● Smith wins. Jones appeals to the Court of 
Appeals

➢ Smith = plaintiff and respondent
➢ Jones = defendant and appellant

● Jones wins. Smith appeals to Supreme 
Court.

➢ Smith = plaintiff and appellant
➢ Jones = defendant and respondent



  

Where to BeginWhere to Begin

● You will be given actual briefs that each party 
filed in the case.

● I will also help you figure out how to divide the 
work.

● Your goals:
– Make arguments using your own language
– Thoroughly understand legal arguments
– Thoroughly understand the facts and how they 

relate to the arguments.



  

Supporting an ArgumentSupporting an Argument

● We argue in 2s and 3s
– Meaning each person has two or three main 

arguments
● There are a number of ways to support a 

legal argument:
➔ Rule based arguments
➔ Drawing analogies/distinguishing
➔ Policy arguments 



  

Building Your PresentationBuilding Your Presentation



  

Creating a RoadmapCreating a Roadmap

● Identify the TWO or 
THREE (but no more 
than three) issues you 
will discuss.  

● State them clearly.  

– For example, "This 
Court should find in 
favor of the 
appellant for two 
reasons...."  



  

Why a RoadmapWhy a Roadmap

● Provides organization

● Gives judge the big 
picture of your 
argument

● Helps narrow down 
important facts

● Ensures proper 
division of labor



  

The Presentation StructureThe Presentation Structure

● Introduction

● Statement of the 
Case

● Roadmap

● Facts

● Argument

● Conclusion



  

IntroductionIntroduction
● The very first 

statement out of moot 
court competitors' 
mouths should 
always be:

● "May it please the 
Court, my name is 
_____, and together 
with ______, we are 
counsel for the 
appellant [ or 
respondent], _____."  

● Or in the U.K, you should 
start: 'My Lord, I am 
_______, and this is 
_______. We are counsel for 
the appellant, ______, who is 
the plaintiff in this case.



  

Introduction BasicsIntroduction Basics

● First Participant of Each Team:
– Introduce yourself, then your co-counsel
– Tell who you are representing
– Give one sentence summary of BOTH issues and 

tell who will be presenting which one
– Then move to your statement of the case

● Second Participant
– Introduce yourself
– Tell who are representing
– Then move to your statement of the case.



  

Intro Example - 1Intro Example - 1stst Counsel Counsel




  

Intro Example - 2Intro Example - 2ndnd Counsel Counsel

Also example of statement of the case



  

Statement of the CaseStatement of the Case

● Begin with a 
clear, persuasive 
statement 
explaining the 
case.  

● Be confident, 
succinct.

● Frame your 
case!  

● For example, in a case 
where police allegedly 
used excessive force 
counsel for the 
government might state 
the case in the following 
way:  

➢ "This is a case about the 
proper and lawful use of 
police power to address 
the significant threats 
posed by drug trafficking 
in our city."



  

RoadmapRoadmap

● After introducing yourself and your case, but 
before making any further argument, identify 
the TWO or THREE (but no more than three) 
issues you will discuss.  

● Make these issues clear and straightforward.  

● For example, "This Court should find in favor of 
the appellant [or respondent] for two 
reasons...."



  

Roadmap ExampleRoadmap Example




  

Memorize Your OpeningMemorize Your Opening
● Memorize your 

introduction, 
statement of the 
case and your 
roadmap. 

● Maintain eye 
contact with the 
judges throughout. 

● Speak clearly. 



  

FactsFacts

● Briefly outline the 
relevant facts

● Highlight those that 
support your position
– But don’t argue your 

position!  
● Keep your facts short/

focus on critical 
elements of your 
case. 

● Only given by each 
side’s first counsel.



  

Ask FirstAsk First

● Never assume that 
the court wants to 
hear the facts: ASK 
FIRST

– Would your Honor like 
a brief summary of the 
facts of this case?

● NOTE – be prepared 
for the court to say 
no.



  

Order of ArgumentOrder of Argument
● Prepare to speak for 6 minutes.

– This leaves time for questions.
● Begin with first issue in 

Roadmap.
– Make your argument, and then 

proceed directly to your second 
issue.  

– There is no need to pause or to 
solicit questions.  

– The judges will interrupt you with 
questions as they wish.  



  

ConclusionConclusion

● When you have finished your argument, end 
with a clear statement of what you are asking 
the Court to do (a "prayer for relief").

● For example, "...For the foregoing reasons, I 
respectfully request that the Court find in favor 
of the appellant / respondent and [take 
whatever specific action is specified in the 
memorials]."



  

A Note to the 2A Note to the 2ndnd Team Team

● This is not a debate, but 
it could be kind of like 
one.

– Keep track of 
questions asked by 
judge to opponents.

– Incorporate your 
answers to those 
questions into your 
own presentation.

● As Respondent your job 
is to “respond” to the 
appeal.

● Reduce opponents 
strongest arguments, set 
forth your own.



  

Courtroom EtiquetteCourtroom Etiquette

● Rule #1
✔ At all times, judges are 

to be referred to as 
"Your Honor," 

✔ Or in England: “My Lord” 
✔ with respect and 

deference.



  

Be Ready to Answer QuestionsBe Ready to Answer Questions

● Judges will interrupt you 
with questions.  

● Answer each directly and 
fully.

● Never tell a judge that 
you will answer the 
question later.

● Go where the judge 
leads you. ● Get back to your argument 

after answering



  

Answer the QuestionAnswer the Question

● Goal is to leave no 
doubt what your 
answer is. 

● Begin your answer 
with yes or no if you 
can.

– For example, reply 
with, "Yes, Your 
Honor, in fact ...," or 
"No, Your Honor, 
rather ...."

● When you have 
finished answering 
the question, return to 
where you left off in 
your roadmap!



  

Don't Be Afraid to AskDon't Be Afraid to Ask

● A main purpose of 
oral argument is to 
answer Judges’ 
questions

● Don’t understand a 
Judge’s question?

– ASK FOR 
CLARIFICATION!

● “I’m sorry your honor, I 
am not sure I fully under-
stand your question. 
Could you repeat it 
please?



  

A ConversationA Conversation

● This is a conversation, 
not a lecture. 

● It is an exchange of 
ideas based on:
– Your presentation
– The Judges’ questions

● Don't read a 
speech!



  

Mind Your MannersMind Your Manners

● Never speak over a 
judge.  

● Immediately stop 
when asked a 
question.

● It’s OK to disagree. 
Be firm but respectful.



  

Be Aware of the TimeBe Aware of the Time

● 8 minutes per 
participant.  

● You will be told when you 
have 5, 3, and 1 minutes 
left.

● When you see the STOP 
card, you should stop.

● Not finished yet?
– Ask for permission to 

briefly conclude.

● It’s OK if you don’t get 
to all of your 
arguments.



  

How You Will be How You Will be 
GradedGraded



  

Grade RubricGrade Rubric

● Found on course website:
● 50% Language

– Word usage, grammar, pronunciation
● 50% Content

– Organization, understanding of the issues, ability to 
answer questions, demeanor.



  

Know Your ArgumentsKnow Your Arguments

● Know your arguments 
completely.  

● Understand at the 
very least the main 
cases found on the 
course website.  

● Anticipate problems 
for your side and 
prepare responses to 
questions the judges 
are likely to ask.

● Your issue is a 
puzzle, the law and 
facts are the pieces 
that must be put 
together.



  

Know Your FactsKnow Your Facts

● Most questions can 
be answered with 
facts.

● Facts are used to 
draw analogies/ 
distinctions.

● Cases are won and 
lost by how facts and 
law are weaved 
together.



  

Focus on Your SideFocus on Your Side

● Always focus on why your side is right, rather 
than on why the other side is wrong.  

● When crafting your argument, put yourself in 
the judges' position.  

● Look for the weaknesses in your argument, 
anticipate the questions judges might ask, and 
plan responses that transition to the merits of 
your position.



  

RememberRemember

● It's generally not wise 
to write out an entire 
speech.

– If you do so, DON'T 
read to the judge!

● Use outlines or 
flashcards, know the 
arguments.

● Have fun!
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